 Anyone for more elk? 

By Matt Huseby

Mike Otto brings one home for dinner. 

Lucky Hunter Mike Otto is one of only 150 hunters statewide limited to receive an elk permit. Not only did he get his permit, he got to hunt the first one of the season.

Lake-Chandler news notes . . .

Recent guests of Mike Walter told friends and family that they had a great time at Lake Chandler. They enjoyed the beauty of nature and the camaraderie of fellow anglers.
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Pigpen's Mike Otto brings one home for dinner! 

By Matt Huseby

Mike Otto plans to feature all on the menu when he family gathers for Christmas dinner. And he'd absolutely love to have a little of the meat to the 400 lb. weight elk Otto shot last week. 

City was one of three that were harvested by the Department of Natural Resources. The elk is permitted this season. Otto has plans to grill the meat and use it in the next few months. Otto and his group went back in what his guide said would be a good spot, and the weather was great.

At an hour and a half later, a small herd of about 15 elk entered the hunting area in front of Otto and his hunting party were watching. When one of the elk started to cross the road, Otto said: "We worked hard listening to the gun and the one we saw but didn't seem anything." Otto said that he had been hunting elk for many years and had been successful every time.

"I was a real thrill to be a part of the elk hunt," Otto said.

Other Thumb Area deaths

Burlin Densmore, 60, Bad Axe, passed away Wednesday, July 28. 

Vernon Turkey, passed away Dec. 10.
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